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In this paper, some rank correlation methods are developed which test 
the correlation between two variables. Attention will be given especially 
to correlation analysis and measures of association with ordinal and nominal 
data. When it is not permitted to assume normality or some other distribu-
tion function, it is necessary to use distribution-free or parameter-free 
statistics. A main characteristic of distribution-free statistics is the 
large sample independency of the test-statistic of the underlying population 
distribution . Advantages in relation to classical statistical tests are! 
- some distribution free-statistics may be used with unprecise and rough 
data ; these techniques will also be used with non-cardinal data; 
- generally the classical tests are rather sensitive with regard to extreme 
values. 
One theoretical disadvantage of distribution-free statistics is the smaller 
2) 
uniformly power function compared to classical test-statistics. 
Two rank correlation tests will be dealt with here, one developed by Spear-
man and one developed by Kendall (see also Grootenboer, 1978; Kendall, 1970; 
Zijp, 1973). When normality is supposed, the null-hypothesis of uncorrelated 
variables can be tested by means of Pearson's sample correlation coëfficiënt. 
Now suppose a data-matrix N , with elements n.. (i=l,...,I ; j=l,...,J), 
measured at an ordinal level. There are I ordinal observations for each 
variable j . The pertaining correlation coefficients have to share the 
following properties : 
1. If there is perfect agreement between the rankings (i.e., every observa-
tion has the same rank ordering), the correlation coëfficiënt should be 
+ 1 , meaning perfect positive correlation. High correlations indicate 
that the set of variables may be reduced without loss of much relevant 
information. 
2. If one ranking is the reverse of the other because of perfect disagreement, 
the coëfficiënt should be - 1, corresponding to perfect negative corre-
lation. 
3. A zero value can be interpreted as lack of correlation among variables. 
4. In all other cases, the rank correlation coëfficiënt should fall in the 
1) Independency is assumed for all alternative hypotheses, which is 
necessary for the computation of the power function. 
2) The power function is the probability that a test-statistic tejects the 
null-hypothesis conditional to some real value p ; p is the probability 
of occurrence of some event. The ideal situation would be a power value 
of 0, if p has some value belonging to the null-hypothesis, and a 
value equal to 1 if p has some value related to the alternative 
hypothesis. 
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interval (-1, +1), while increasing values should correspond to an 
increasing agreement between the observations. 
These properties imply that the coëfficiënt has to be standardized to the 
range (-1, +1) and increasing values will correspond to an increasing 
agreement between ranked variables. 
II. Spearman's Rank Correlation Analysis 
When normality of the sample may be assumed, Pearson's correlation coëfficiënt 
can be used to test the existence of correlation between two cardinal varia-
i 
bles j and j . This coëfficiënt is defined by : 
I _ _ 
,Z,(n..-n.)(n..,-n.,) 
i it 1=1 ij J ij' j' 
pJ J = j,j' = 1,...,J . (O 
I _ 2 i _ 2 
i=l XJ J i=i x3 J 
where n. and n., are the mean values of variables i and j ' , 
J J 
respectively. 
Let n, . , n0. , ..., n_. and n,., , n„., , .... n_., denote the ordinal Ij 2j ' I j IJ ' ' 2J ' Ij 
values of I observations with categories j and j' respectively. 
Spearman's multiple rank correlation coëfficiënt gives a measure of linear 
relationship between two variables where each consists of a set of ordinal 
values 1, 2, ..., I . The coëfficiënt reads as follows : 
I 2 
I (n..-n..,) 
PJJ = 1-6 i - L — , j,j' = 1,..., J (2) 
I (I - 1) 
Formula (2) follows from (1) when the sum and squared sum of ordinal elements 
1,2, ..., I is computed. This can be proved by means of the following steps. 
I _ 2 I ? -2 1 1+1 2 i:> 
(a) ^(n^-iv.) = £Z, nj. - I nj = £ l (I+1)(2I+1) - I <—-)• = 
1 I(I2-D (3) 
12 
I 
1) It follows by complete induction that : .Z, i= 5 1(1+1) , and 
£ , i2= | I(I+1)(2I+1) . 
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This formula holds for every variable j which consists of ordinal observa-
tions 1,... ,1 
1 2 I 2 ° 
(b) I (n..-n..,) = E (n..-n. - n..,+ n.,) 
i=1 iJ iJ i=i IJ J ij J 
I _ 2 I _ 2 
= I (n..-n.) + I (n..,-n.') -
i-1 1J J i=l 1J J 
2 I (n -n )(n ,-n , ) , (4) 
i=1 IJ J iJ J 
so that : 
j/\rV(nir-V = * l (nirV + * ^"ü'^j^ - * ^"ir-ü^ (5) 
Thus (1) can be rewritten as : 
2 2 2 
PJJ 
i I (n..-n.) + i I (n .,-n.,) - i I (n..-n ,) 
! " £ IJ J £ IJ J £ IJ IJ 
_ 2 _ 2 
V I (n -n ) I (n..,-n ) 
£ IJ J £ Ij' J 
2 2 
-ïV I (I2-0 " i z (n..-n..,) Z (n..-n..,) 
12 i U 11 _ , ^ 1 IJ ij ^ ^ = 1 - 6 -1 U — 1 1 (6) 
j2 I (I2-D K I 2 - D 
1 - p is proportional to the sum of squares of the differences between 
the ordinal values n.. and n ., . Formula (2) implies - due to the squared 
ij ij 
differences - that the distance between ordinal values i and i+1 is 
evaluated to be one fourth of the distance between values i - 1 and i + 1 . . 
This may be a disadvantage of this coëfficiënt, since ordinal data are used 
in this case as if they were cardinal. 
p is in agreement with the above given conditions, such that - 1 £ p <^ 1 . 
When the two rankines are identical, i.e. n..= n.., , Vi , then 
Ü ' ij ij' ' 
pJ = 1 ; this follows simply by substitution from formula (2). It will be 
The mean values of variables j and j' are equal to each other, because 
they consist of the same observations. 
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ij* 
proved now, that p = - 1 when the ranking of the one variable is the 
reverse of the other (see also Kendall, 1970). 
The proof of p equals •-1 in the case of perfect disagreement runs as 
follows. Perfect disagreement occurs when for eaeh i-th observation of 
variable j with rank number, say i , the corresponding observation of 
i 
variable j has the complementary rank number I - i + 1 . There are two 
possibilities: 
1) I is an odd number, say 2m +1 . Without loss of generality the 
ranking is written in a natural order» so that : 
variable j 1 2 . . . m m + 1 m + 2 . . . 2m 2m+1 
variable j ' 2m + 1 2m . . . m+2 m + 1 m . . . 2 J_ 
difference -2m -(2m-2) -2 0 2 2m-2 2m 
The sum of squares of the difference is tben : 
2m+l 2 
ï. .-n. . 
i=l ^ ^ 
I (n . ,) * 2 { (2m) 2 + (2m-2) 2 + .. . + 4 2 + J1}. = 
so that : 
{ m + (m-1) + ... + 2 + 1} 
-7- m (m+1) (2m+l> = 
| < ^ > < ^ > i -
i I (1-1) (1+1) , (7) 
= -1 (8) 
2) I is even, say 2m ; then : 
variable j 1 2 . . . m m + 1 .... 2m-l 2m 
variable j ' 2m 2m-1 .. . m + 1 m 2 1 
difference -(2m-l) -(2m-3) -1 1 (2m-3) (2m-l) 
The sum of squares af the differences is now equal to : 
- 5 
2 { (2m-l)2 + (2m-3)2 + ... + 32 + \2 } = 
= 2 { (2m)2 + (2m-l)2 + ... + 32 + 22 + l2 } -2 { (2m)2 + (2m-2)2+ ... + 22 } 
= 2 . \- 2m (2m+l)(4m+l) - 2 . ̂  4m (m+l)(2m+l) = 
o o 
= | l (I+l)(2l+l)-y|(^) (1+1) = 
• } l (1+0(21+1) - | I (1+1) (1+2) = 
= | I (I+1)(2I+1 - 1-2) = 
= j I (I+IKI-I) (9) 
il li' . 
For each triple (j, j', 1) , the sum of p and p is not necessarily 
Ü ' larger than p . It is a disadvantage of Spearman's rank correlation 
coëfficiënt - and analogously for other correlation coefficients - that it 
does not follow this triangular inequality. lts proof is given below : 
ft 1 2 
pn = 1 ^ .Z. (n..- - n..,) -
j.3 _ I i=l ij ij' 
= 1 
I 2 
.1, (n. . - n.n + n... - n. .,) 
i=l il il il n ' .j-3 _ I i= ij il il ij 
6 f 
~ T 3 _ T 1 iSl
 C aü _ ail> + i=l (nil" nij '} 
\ h (nij-nil} ̂ i l^ij^ } = 
I 
+ 
= P ^ + p^'- , - -Ji_ | (,,nü) (n.,- n..,) (10) 
Another serious disadvantage of Spearman's rank correlation coëfficiënt is 
that it makes use of numerical operations with ordinal data, as if it were 
cardinal data. Kendall (1970) states this is done because of counting instead 
of measurement. 
Formula (2) assumes there are no tied ranks, i.e. there are no identical results 
with either variable j nor j' . When there are tied observations, we take 
the average of the rank which they would get if they were distinguishable. 
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The distribution of the rank correlation coëfficiënt from the sample has 
1 a mean 0 and a variancë 1-1 This can be computed conditional t© the 
null hypothesis that the variables j and j' are uncörrelafced.. Define 
\ i t ï ï i 
E(p |H0) and var (p |H ) as the mean and variancë of the rank correlation 
coëfficiënt conditional to the null hypothesis of uncorrelated variables (see 
also Grootefiboer, 1978; Kendall, 1970). Then : 
(a) JJ JJ u (p J ) = E (p J |HQ) = 
- E 
f 4- (,n. Z (n..-n.)(n .,-n,,) 
j . . . J. u: x. I H 
— 2 — 2 
\/I (n..-n.) I (n..,-n.,T 
i ij J iJ J 
I E J(iu ,-n.)(n.,,-n., jl H_ \ 
V'? (n - n . ) 2 ? (n ,-n.,) 2 
1 IJ J i IJ J 
O 
h E <n..-n.) E (n...-n,,) 
— 2 2 
V I (n. .-Ti.) ? (n. .,-ti.t) 
• ij j 1 ij' j' 
= 0 (11) 
The latter result is due to the fact that 
E (n. .) - ti. , E (n..,) * n., 
ij J iJ j' 
E (n. . -n. ) = E (n. ., -ti..) *= 0 
ij 3 ij J 
(12) 
(b) 2 ,JJ J3 
. 2 v r ...-, i2 
ff (p J ) = var <pJ" |HQ) = E ( (p
JJ ) |H 0  
jj' H 0)-[E (P
JJ'|H0) 
- E [(pjj,)2|H0) (13) 
The latter expression can be elaborated by using (11), so that : 
1) Because the denominator is a constant, its expectation is the same 
constant. 
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( j ] („..-„.) (n.-.-n.,)) |HQ] = 
j ^ n . . - ^ ) 2 (n..,-^,)2 |HQ ] + E [ I I(n. .-n.) (n..,-n. ,) (n^ -ïï.) 
i*k 
(nk.,-n.,) |HQ ] 
1) 
= (^ i (i2-i))2 + Ki-i) {j±- (4r-) c-^) (^i1) } 
2 2 2 ^ 
i_.(i_-D... + ld -O 144 144(1-1) 
2 
"144 
I2 (I2-!)^ + I (I+1)(I2-1) (14) 
Consequently, the variance of the rank correlation coëfficiënt is 
var (pJJ | HQ) 
I2(I2-1) + I(I+1)(I2-1) 
2 
144 {w;l2(l2_1) } 
i ( i 2 - o { ( i 2 - D + ( i + i ) } 
2 2 2 
I (I "O 
I 2 +I 
I(I2-1) I " 1 
(15) 
By making use of the above computed conditional expectation and variance, 
•ji' 
the distribution of p can be approximated by the normal distribution 
for large values of I . This means that the test-statistic, 
= P J J - u (P J J ) 
a ( pjJ') 
JJ \f 1-1 (16) 
can be approximated by means of a Standard normal distribution (i.e., with 
zero mean and unit variance). This statistic (16) can also be expressed 
in terms of the rank sums: 
O 
Because of independency between the two variables. 
T = 
-.. 8 
I (n..-n..,)2 - E {I (n..-n..,)2} 
j I J XJ i y _ j y J 
2 
o {I (n..«a.,. ,X } 
1 3-J ^J 
X 1' x / T 2 
: (,n. .-n4 4,, 
-O, 
E (n. .-n..,)* - ̂  I (I—1) 
ij ij' 6 
V± i2(i+02(i-i), 
6,1 (n. .-a. . , ) 2 - I (I2-l) 
— i U M' ..' (17) 
i (i+i) V i>i; 
In this case the null hypothesis will be : there is no correlation between 
the two series of observations. 
From the above follow three restrictions which have to be fullfilled in case 
of Spearman's rank correlation test: 
the observations i are obtained pairwise with variable j and j' 
- the different pairs of observations (n.., n,.,) are independent from 
ij ij 
each other 
the two population distributioiis a-re elements, of a cont;inuous scal:e. 
In the same way as Spearman's rankt correlateiiOa coef-f ieient hetgeen variables, 
as given. in (2),. it is possibje to djérive some» sort of distance functions 
between observations to be determined by thft J profile elements. A. distance 
measure between observations will he* taken», because it i,s easier tp, interpret 
the- relation between observat'ipas: in; terms; of distances, in stead; of correl.a-
tions. 
The data matrix is called NJ , with ejtements a. . (i=l,. ..,1 ;, j = l,,.. ., J) 
available at aa ordinal leveX. Ëach variable. j., j-1 ,.... ,J ,... has I obser-
vations ordered from. low. to, high with. raurobers 1,. ... . , I . The rank distance 
coëfficiënt between. all pair of observations i and k is defined by : 
dlk = E (n„ .-a . ) 2 / J (I-l)2: ; t,fc 6. { 1 ,.... ,.X> (18) 
j = 1 U
 kJ 
ik When n = a . V. , then d = 0, . This will only happen; with. tied ranks. 
ij kJ J 
Perfect disagreement between two observations oqcurs, whea the squared. dif~ 
ference between the observations is maximi.zed. for each category (i.e., 
ik 




Next to this, numerator J (1-1) is a normalization factor. Formula (18) 
can also be generalized for different metric systems, which can easily be 
proved: 
J p 
., .Z (n. .-n, . ) 
d* = 1 = 1 U ^3 , p > j 0 9 ) 
J (I-DP 
In the same way, a Minkowski metric with ordinal data will be written in 
this case as : 
J !/p 
.. {.I,(n..-n .)P} 
d - 3 1 J P
J 1 / P . P > 1 (20) 
{J (I-1)P} / P 
The above tnentioned correlation between variables and distances between 
observations is given corresponding to Spearman's rank correlation analysis. 
The next section gives a description of another rank correlation coëfficiënt 
based on paired comparisons of observations and developed by Kendall. 
I I I . Kendal l ' s Rank Corre la t ion Analysis 
With I pairs of observations (n. . , n . . , ) , i = l , . . . , I the correlation 
_ ij ij' '_ ' ' 
between the observed variables j and j' will be elaborated by means of 
the following statistical hypotheses : 
H_ : no correlation between variables j and j' 
H : variables j and j' are correlated. 
The following numerical comparison will be considered for the ordinal data 
with variable j and j' , respectively : 
+ 1 , if n . > n . 
rJ sj 
f> = \ 0, if n . = n . 
rs t rj sj 
-1, if n . < n . 
rj sj 
(21) 
+ 1 , if n . , > n . . 
rj sj 
\\> = \ 0, if n ., = n ., (22) 
rs L rJ sj 
-1, if n ., < n . , 
r J sj 
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These comparisons w i l ! :be done fior a l l poss ib le I ( I - ' l ) ipair;s, 'with 
r , s £ { 1 , . . . ,1} , r *ï s , 
By means of the definition of (21), it follows : 
- <(> = - <j> • ( 2 3 ) 
r s a r 
and : 
- I I d> = I <j> f+ I I <j> 
r s r s r r r r s r s 
r / s 
= I è + I Z é + I 'I <j> 
r r r r s>r r s s r>s r s 
I I (j) - I I <j> = 0 (24) 
= r .sssr r s r s>r r s 
Formula (23) follows simply because n . > n . implies n . < n . , and 
rj sj v sj rj 
n . < n . implies n . > n . . When observation r and s are compared with 
rj sj sj ^ .rj 
result <{> , the comparison of s and r i-mmadiately leads to <f> 
From this follows formula (24), 
In the same way as Spearman's rank correlation coëfficiënt, Kendall's corre-
lation coeffici< 
variable j, j' 
ë ciënt uses (1) by means of (j> and $ , "fo-r every pair of 
i l k£i^ik-^(^ik-^  
T = _ .(25) 
I I _ ? I I — 2 
V.z, , £ , («f.,-*) .z, .--z-C*.. -*) 
i=l k=l ik i=l ;.k=l i-k 
Next, (25) can be r ewr i t t en '*- ;because tfff 02,3;),, (24) - as 
i i kii *ik •+ik 
, I I 2 I ^ 2 
1=1 k=l i.k i=l k=l ik 
(216) 
The rank c o r r e l a t i o n coef-ficient developed -by tKendall u»es the numfoer of 
p o s i t i v e and negat ive ordered ipairs of observatAoits. !For eaëh pa i r of ob~ 
se rva t ions i , k £ {1 . , . . . , ; !} , , •$., $. may have the foTlowing values : 
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+ 1, if <f>. = +1 and i|>._ = +1 , or 
ik ik 
<f>., = - 1 and \b., = -1 
ik ik 
• ., *., = 0, if <(>.. = 0 or 4> = 0 (27) 
ik ik t ik ik 
-1, if <|>. = +1 and 4>. = -1. or 
eik = -1 and é., = +1 
ik 
A value of +1 is called a positive ordered or concordant combination of 
variables j and j' , while a value of -1 will be called a negative 
ordered or discordant combination. A zero value means a tie, i.e., there are 
equal results for at least one of the variables. 
The total number of comparisons I (1-1) can be reduced to 5I (1-1) by 
means of : 
1-1 1 
i k ik ik i ïi ïi i=l k=i+l Tik ik 
2 ÏÜ J i + i *ik *ik
 (28) 
+ — 
When S and S are defined resp., by the total number of concordant and 
discordant points, (28) can be rewritten as 
iïk*ik*ik " 2 ( S +" S _ ) (29) 
When there are 1 ties with variable j each containing t elements, 
o 
g = 1,...,1, then : 
.1. eb2, = X (h2. + I I (j)2 = 1 (1-1) - I, t (t -1) (30) 
i,k vik i v n i k ik g=l g g 
i?̂ k 
t 
In the same way when there are m ties for variable j , each containing 
s, elements, h=l,...,m then : h 
o m 
^ • i k - ^ - ^ - h S i V V " (31> 
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When (29) - (31) is safcstituted into (26), the well-known Kendall coëffi-
ciënt follows: 
T = ,,Us - s ) —__—__ (32) 
V {I (I-D - I tft(t -1)} {I (1-1) - I s, (s -1)} 
g ê g h h h 
When there are no identical observations (ties) with variables j and j?r ,,, 
the sum of concordant and diseordant points is equal to 5 1(1-1), so that 




Suppose now there are no ties, so that we can use (33). It is easy to prove 
that -1 <_ T < 1 . When the null-hypothesis of uncorrelated variables is 
true, T has most probably values falling in a s=mall range aroand zero. 
Conditional to the null hypothesis of no correlation between j and j' , 
and without ties, the mathematical expectation and variance of T are 
(see Grootenboer, 1978, for a proof) : 
E (T|HQ) = 0 (34) 
var (T|H0) = 9 1 ( l ^ (35) 
IV. Rank Correlation Analysis of Dutch Regional Data 
The rank correlation methods presented before will be applied to Dutch regional 
data. They have been collected for 40 regions (COROP-areas) and 13 profile 
elements. These variables consist of socio-economic, environmental and 
infrastructural variables 
The socio-economic variables are : 
1. fiscal incöme per capita 
2. unemployment rate 
3. wealth per capita 
4. index of cost of living. 
For a precise definition of the variables as well as the sources of data, 
see Van Veenendaal, Regionale Welvaart in Nederland (mimeographed), Dept. 
of Economics, Free University, Amsterdam, 1981. 
- 13 
The environmental variables are: 
5. population density 
6. size of natural environment related to total regional area 
7. index of industrialization related to regional area 
8. index of the emission of pollutants related to regional area. 
The infrastructural variables are : 
9. density of transport network 
10. index of cultural centres and sport accomodations per capita 
11. index of the number of schools of various types per capita 
12. distance to the centre of the Netherlands. 
13. index of various medical services per capita. 
The variables 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 12 have been muliplied by a factor -1. 
From this follows that for all variables a larger value is preferred to a 
smaller one. A low population density will be preferred to a higher one 
(variable 5), and areas in the neighbourhood of the centre of the Netherlands 
are preferred to the peripheral areas. The observed values are presented in 
Table 2. 
The Pearson's correlation coefficients between the 13 variables, determined 
by formula (1), are given in Table 1. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 1.00 
2 0.57 1.00 
3 0.57 0 .48 1.00 
4 - 0 . 1 6 - 0 . 1 1 0 .03 1.00 
5 -0.79 -0.40 -0.39 0.05 1.00 
6 0.28 0.30 0.29-0.24-0.19 1.00 
7 -0.59 -0.36 -0.11 -0.08 0.75 -0.17 1.00 
8 -0.79 -0.37 -0.36 0.02 0.97 -0.09 0.69 1.00 
9 0.72 0.25 0.37 -0.03 -0.94 0.16 -0.68 -0.91 1.00 
10 0.04-0.15 0.13 0.15-0.11 -0.03-0.03-0.11 0.04 1.00 
0.12 0.07 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.08-0.01 0.35 1.00 
0.28 -0.27 -0.52 0.25 -0.33 -0.51 0.46 -0.17 -0.31 1.00 
0.47 0.02 -0.47 0.19 -0.40 -0.47 0.38 0.09 0.18 0.18 1.00 
Table 1. Pearson's correlation elements for cardinal data. 
1) It should be noted that the variables are assumed to be independent from 
each other. Independency has been used in formula (14) above. 
11 - 0 . 0 3 -0 .18 
12 0 .58 0 .72 
13 0.52 0 .23 
- 14 -
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Table 2. C0R0P p ro f i l e - e l emen t s . 
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Relative high correlations are found between variables 1-3 and between vari-
ables 5, 7, 8 . 
The first group is a set of socio-economic variables and the second consists 
of environmental variables. Next to it, the two groups are correlated nega-
tively with each other. A third set can be represented by variables 9-13» and 
consists of the infrastructural profile. The correlations between variables 
in the same subset are positive, while negative correlations exist between 
variables of different subsets. 
From Table 1 the profile elements are transformed into dimensionless figures 
by means of a standardization procedure. A simple standardization procedure 
is used where each observation is divided by lts column maximum. This implies: 
100 , i=l,...,40 ; j=l,3,6,9,10,11,13 
(36) 
100 , i=l,...,40 ; j=2,4,5,7,8,12 
The results are given in Table 3. 
To see whether the information following from the standardized data agrees 
with the one from table 2, correlations between variables are determined. 
The correlations between variable j in table 2 and 3 are respectively : 
variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
correlation 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.82 0.62 1.00 0.63 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.71 1.00 
Table 4. Correlations between original and standardized observations. 
The conclusion will be that the standardized values correspond exactly with 
the original value with variables 1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 13 , because of 
the linear transformation. The Pearson's rank correlation elements with 
standardized observations have a high level of correspondence with the one 
from table 2. They are represented in Table 5. 
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Table 3 . Standardized C0R0P p ro f i l e - e l emen t s . 
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10 11 12 13 
1 1.00 
2 0.64 1.00 
3 0.57 0.53 1.00 
4 -0.17 -0 .09 0.04 1.00 
5 -0 .43 -0 .36 -0 .22 -0 .15 1.00 
6 0.27 0.41 0.29 -0 .26 0.01 1.00 
7 -0 .40 -0 .30 -0 .19 -0 .15 0.92 0.02 1.00 
8 -0 .45 -0 .40 -0 .24 -0 .14 0.94 0.01 0.90 1.00 
9 0.72 0.38 0.37 -0 .04 -0 .66 0.16 -0 .62 -0 .67 1.00 
10 0.04 -0 .15 0.13 0.21 0.19 -0 .03 0.28 0.21 0.04 1.00 
11 -0 .04 -0 .16 0.12 0. 11 -0 .05 0.07 -0 .05 0.02 -0.01 0.35 1.00 
12 0.75 
» 
0.74 0.38 -0 .15 -0 .59 0.08 -0.51 -0 .59 0.61 -0 .09 -0 .16 1.00 
13 0.52 0.26 0.47 0.01 -0 .44 0.19 -0 .48 -0 .38 0.38 0.09 0.18 0.43 l.l 
Table 5. Pearson's correlation elements for standardized data. 
The above given correlation elements give the same conclusions as the one 
following from table 1. One may identify a set of highly positively corre-
lated socio-economic variables (with profile elements 1-3) and a set of 
highly positively correlated environmental variables (with elements 5, 7 and 
8). A third set consists of the infrastructural profile. In this case, the 
elements between sets of variables are also negatively correlated. 
The above given observations can be ordered from low to high on an ordinal 
scale, with numbers 1 to 40 . When we have equal results (ties), the 
arithmetic average of the corresponding number is taken, to obtain equal 
ordinal values. The results are given in the following table. 
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Table 6. C0R0P p r o f i l e elements a t an ordinal s c a l e . 
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Now it can be seen whether this loss of information gives other correlation 
elements. The Spearman's rank correlation coëfficiënt, determined by (2) 
is given in the following table. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 1.00 
2 0.64 1.00 
3 0.36 0.48 1.00 
4 -0.27 -0.10 -0.06 1.00 
5-0.72-0.46-0.07 0.22 1.00 
6 0.13 0.24 0.03-0.18-0.12 1.00 
7 -0.65 -0.35 -0.03 0.10 0.89 -0.07 1.00 
8 -0.74 -0.50 -0.16 0.16 0.93 -0.05 0.86 1.00 
9 0.67 0.37 .0.06 -0.19 -0.89 0.07 -0.80 -0.89 1.00 
10-0.10-0.25 0.02 0.16 0.14-0.00 0.02 0.17-0.13 1.00 
11 -0.12 -0.21 0.19 -0.02 0.08 0.08 0.01 0.12 -0.14 0.51 1.00 
0.13 -0.49 -0.72 0.67 -0.29 -0.28 1.00 
0.23 -0.62 -0.54 0.45 0.12 0.27 0.30 1.00 
Table 7. Spearman's rank correlation coëfficiënt. 
When the results from table 5 and 7 are compared, one of the conclusions 
will be that the signs of the correlation coefficients correspond rather 
well with each other. In most cases, when the sign of the one coëfficiënt 
is the reverse of the other, the correlation elements are in a small range 
around zero. 
It has been proved above (see formulae (11) and (15)) that the distribution 
of Spearman's rank correlation coëfficiënt has - conditional to the null 
hypothesis of uncorrelated variables - a mean 0 and a variance 1/39 . 
In that way, the test statistic represented in (16), gives a test whether 
two variables really are correlated with each other. The following table 
gives the results, with a = 5% and corresponding critical value 1.96. 
A value 1 can be interpreted as correlated values (either positive or 
negative), while uncorrelated variables are represented by 0. 
2 0.75 0.77 0.29 -0 .23 -0 .70 
3 0.56 0.30 0.42 -0 .18 -0 .57 
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10 11 12 13 
1 1 
2 1 1 
3 1 1 1 
4 0 0 0 1 
5 1 1 0 0 ï 
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
8 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
9 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
12 1 1 0 : o 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
13 1 0 1 : o 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Table 8. Test statistic results for correlated variables. 
The conclusion will be that both variables 4 and 6 are uncorrelated with 
all other variables. Sets of positive correlated variables are {1,2,3 } , 
{5,7, 8 } and {10,11,12,13 } . 
In the same way as Spearman's rank correlation coëfficiënt, the correlation 
coëfficiënt defined by Kendall has been computed, which is determiïied by (32). 
This coëfficiënt will not use the original ordinal data, but instead of it, 
the number of concordant and discordant points for two observed variables. 
1 8 10 11 12 13 
1 1.00 
2 0.44 1.00 
3 0.25 0.37 1.00 
4 -0.19 -0.06 -0.04 1.00 
5-0.56-0.30-0.04 0.16 1.00 
6 0.12 0.11 0.02 -0.18 -0.09 1.00 
7 -0.48 -0.24 -0.01 0.06 0.73 -0.04 1.00 
8 -0.58 -0.34 -0.10 0.12 0.82 -0.07 0.70 1.00 
9 0.50 0.25 0.02 -0.14 -0.73 0.10 -0.67 -0.72 1.00 
10 -0.07 -0.16 0.03 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.03 0.13 -0.13 1.00 
11 -0.09-0.13 0.12-0.01 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.07-0.08 0.37 1.00 
12 0.67 0.71 0.24 -0.22 -0.63 0.12 -0.43 -0.68 0.60 -0.28 -0.27 1.00 
13 0.40 0.21 0.28 -0.13 -0.43 0.24 -0.45-0.40 0.33 0.07 0.19 0.24 1.00 
Table 9. Kendall's rank correlation coëfficiënt. 
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The correlation coëfficiënt from Kendall corresponds very well with the 
one from Spearman but its values are smaller in absolute value. The 
test-statistic, to determine whether two variables are correlated with each 
other and which variable is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 
given in (35), will be : 
» Ï i < 
o(pn ) 
This formula holds conditional to the null hypothesis of uncorrelated varia-
bles. 
The test results are given in table 10, where a value 1 means the null hypo-
thesis of uncorrelated variables will be rejected and a value 0 meansi the 
null hypothesis will not be rejected. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
2 1 1 
3 1 1 1 
4 0 0 0 1 
5 1 1 0 0 1 
6- 0 0 0 0 0 1 
7 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
8 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
9 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
10 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 l 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
12 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
13 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
Table 10. Test statistic results for correlated variables. 
The conclusion following from table 10 agrees with the one from table 8. 
Variable 4 is correlated (negatively) only with variable 12, while variable 
6 is uncorrelated with all variables except variable 13. 
Sets of positive correlated variables are {1,2,3} , {5,7,8 } and {9,12,13} 
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V. Measure of Association with Nomina! Data 
In the above, some measures of correlation between variables are given 
with data which are measured on an cardinal or ordinal scale. In the 
following a possibility of a measure of association between variables is 
given, where the observations are available at a nominal scale. Consider 
now a contingency table with four cell-elements, representing for example 




S+ a b a+b 
S~ c d c+d 
total a+c b+d ' N 
Table 11. A 2 x 2 c< 
In this table, the row and column elements give the respective rankings of 
variables i and k with variable j as reference variable. A partial 
rank correlation coëfficiënt of i and k with j is defined by (see also 
Kendall, 1970) : 
T . =
 a d " b c — (38) 
l k ° N/U+b) (c+d) (a+c) (b+d) 
This coëfficiënt gives a measure of association in a 2 x 2 table ; its 
value can vary from -1 to +1 ; it is equal to 1 , if : 
(ad-bc)2 = (a+b) (c+d) (a+c) (b+d) (39) 
This implies : 
2 2 2 2 
4 abcd + a (bc+bd+cd) + b (ac+ad+cd) + c (ab+ad+bd) + d (ac+ab+bc) = 0 
Because a, b, c, d can not be negative, this equation holds only if two of 
them are zero. When these zero elements are in the same row or column, either 
variable i or k is in perfect (dis)agreement with j . When c = b = 0 , 
or a = d = 0, the partial rank correlation coëfficiënt is +1, resp. -1 
corresponding to perfect agreement and disagreement. 
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Under the null hypothesis of complete independence (i.e., the expected 
frequency of each entry of table 11 is equal to the product of the correspond-
2 
ing marginal totals divided by N ), a x expression defined by Pearson is: 
* 2 
2 v (fjk~ fik) , / m 
X " i*k ,* ( 4 0 ) 
ik 
* where f., represent the observed frequencies and f., give the expected 
frequencies under some given null hypothesis. In the case of table 11, 
2 
the x expression in (40) becomes : 
N ( i«lbHa+c) . a)2 N ( (a+b)(b+d) _ fc)2 N ((a+c)(c+d) _c)
2 
+ (a+b)(a+c) (a+b)(b+d) (a+c)(c+d) 
(b+d)(c+d) 2 
+ 
N ( v" '" ' d) . , , ,2 
N _ (ad -bc) 
(b+d)(c+d) N (a+b)(a+c) 
2 2 2 
(ad - bc) (ad - bc) (ad - bc) N (a+b)(b+d) N (a+c)(c+d) N (b+d)(c+d) 
m (ad - bc)
2 ƒ 1 + J_l + (ad -bc)
2 ƒ 1 + 1 \ 
• N (a + b) \a+c b+dj N (c + d) \a+c b+dj 
2 




JL = (a d ~ b c ) (42) 
N (a+b)(a+c)(c+d)(b+d) v ' 
and, 
V i " I x.k i . | (43) 
Consider now a contingency table which consists of the following cell elements, 
to be determined by the COROP profile elements given in table 3. When profile 
elements (or variables) j and j' are compared, the number of concordant and 
discordant points for these variables are computed. A point is called concor-
dant when : 
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or 
n. . > n, . and n. ., > n ., 
ij KJ ij kj 
n. . < n, . and n. .. < n, ., 
ij KJ ij k j 
t V i,k = 1 , — ,1 , k > i ; 
J» J = l , • • •, J 
(44) 
and a point is called discordant when : 
or 
n. . > n, . and n. .' < n, . 
ij kj ij Tcj 
n < n, . and n. ., > n, ., 
ij KJ ij' kj' 
r V i,k = 1 ,... ,1 ; k > i ; 
J > J — 1,. .., J 
(45) 
The total number of concordant and discordant points is given by S and S , 
respectively. With two variables j and j' , the total number of COROP 
areas to be compared is j 1(1-1) and this is equal to 780 because of 40 
observations. When there are identical results for some variables, the sum 
of concordant and discordant points will be smaller than 780, because identic-
al results are excluded by formulae (44) - (45) . 
A two-way contingency table with two elements respectively consisting of the 
number of concordant and discordant points, represents a measure of agree-
ment between the two variables. Below, variable 1 (the fiscal income per ca-
pita) is the reference variable and the size of natural environment related.to 
total regional area (i.e., variable 6) is compared with the other profile 
elements by means of their measurement of concordance. Next to it, the total 
2 . 









N = 776 
X = 2.86 






N = 776 







N = 768 









N = 774 
X - 0.84 
Table .1.2 a. Table 12 b. 
Concordant and Idem with 
discordant points variable 3 and 6. 
with variable 2-
and 6. 
Table 12 c. 
Idem with 
variable 4 and 6. 
Table 12 d. 
Idem with variable 
5 and 6. 
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S7 S7 S8 S8 '1 S9 »;„ sïo 
st 115 321 
6 
» ; 92 343 
< 
335 100 » ; 218 216 
S~ 84 256 
6 S6 
70 270 sl 248 92 S6 140 198 
N = 776 N = 775 N = 775 N = 772 
X2= 0.37 X2= 0.06 
2 
X = 2.29 
2 
X = 6.11 
Table 12 e. Tabel 12 f. Table 1 12 g. Table 12 h. 
Idem with Idem with Idem with Idem with 
variable 6 and 7. var :iable 6 and 8. variable 6 and 9. variable 6 and H 
+ — n+ - c+ — 









245 76 S6 
203 137 
N = 742 N = 692 N = 775 
2 
X = 10. 20 
2 
X = 7, .51 
2 
X = 40.19 
Table : 12 i Table 1 12 j. Table 1 12 k. 
Idem with Idem with Idem with 
variable 6 and 11. variable 6 and 12. variable 6 and 13. 
With the results from table 12, the partial rank correlation coefficients 
of i and k with j , where i=6, j=l and k £ {2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12,13} 
are together with Kendall rank correlation coëfficiënt represented in table 
13. 
2-6 3-6 4-6 5-6 6-7 6-8 6-9 6-10 6-11 6-12 6-13 
T . , . 0 . 0 6 1 - 0 . 0 1 6 - 0 . 1 6 6 - 0 . 0 3 3 0 .022 0.009 0 .054 0 .089 0.117 0.104 0 .228 
ï k . j 
T . , 0 .11 0 .02 - 0 . 1 8 - 0 . 0 9 - 0 . 0 4 - 0 . 0 7 0 .10 0 .08 0 .10 0 .12 0.24 
i k 
Table 13. Partial rank correlation coëfficiënt and Kendall's rank 
correlation coëfficiënt. 
Kendall (1970) has given a proof of a decomposition of a partial rank 
correlation coëfficiënt, as represented in (38), into the original rankings. 
This becomes : 
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T = '
ik" /J V (46) 
The original rankings are represented by means of Kendall's rank correlation 
coëfficiënt. 
In the above a measure of association is given for a two-way contingency 
table with two elements each, containing data measured at a nominal scale. 
A measure of association may be defined also in a I x J contingency table, 
2 
ï.e. with I rows and J columns. The x -value is determined in this case 
in the same way as with a 2 x 2 table by means of (40). Some possibilities 
for measures of association are (see also Reynolds, 1977) : 
A simple measure of association, directly related to the chi-square 
is the phi-square measure defined by : 
*2 = X % (47) 
In this case, the observed chi-~square is divided by N . This means 
the phi-squared is scale invariant, which follows immediately from (40) 
and (47). 
A contingency coëfficiënt with values falling in the range between 
0 and I is defined by : 
S - y/ -4— - ï-4— (48) 
<f) + 1 x + N 
A coëfficiënt of association which relates phi-squared to thé number of 
rows and columns is : 
T = V X (49) 
V (I-0(J-1 
This is called Tschuprow's T and its maximum value can be attained 
only with square contingency tables. 
- A coëfficiënt of association which represents a relation between phi-
squared and the minimum value of the number of rows and columns, i.e. 
.2 2 
V min(I-l,J-l) V N.min(I-l,J-l) ° u ; 
This is called Cramer's V measure of association. 
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Formulae (49) - (50) are identical to the partial rank correlation coëffi-
ciënt because 1-1 = min (I-1,J-1) = J-l = 1 and the square root of phi-
squared is defined by the partial rank correlation coëfficiënt. The results 
of the phi-squared measure of association and a contingency coëfficiënt 
represented in (48) are : 
Variables 
4 -e- c 
2-6 0.0036 0.0606 
3-6 0.0003 0.0164 
4-6 0.0276 0.1639 
5-6 0.0011 0.0329 
6-7 0.0005 0.0218 
6-8 0.0001 0.0032 
6-9 0.0030 0.0543 
6-10 0.0079 0.0886 
6-11 0.0137 0.1164 
6-12 0.0109 0.1036 
6-13 0.0519 0.2220 
Table 14. Measures of association. 
It can be proved the chi-squared value in formula (41) is smaller than or 
equal to N in a two-way table. i.e. : 
X < N , (51) 
because 
(ad-bc) < (a+b)(a+c)(c+d)(b+d) 
which implies : 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
a d +b c -2 abcd < (a +a(b+c)+bc)(d +d(b+c)+bc) 
From this follows the strict inequality, i.e, 
X2 < N 
when all cell-elements are positive. 
In a two-way table the chi-squared value is smaller than or equal to the 
sample size N , and the phi-sqaured is smaller than one. In the same way, 
the contingency coëfficiënt (48) is larger than the phi-square measure. 
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The measures of association developed by Tschuprow and Cramer are equal 
to each other with square tables. When either I or J becomes large, 
Tschuprow's T is smaller than Cramer's measure of association. 
VI. C o ëfficiënt of C o n c o r d a n c e 
In the previous sections, some possible measures of correlation between 
two variables are given, which deal with either cardinal, ordinal or nominal 
data. The conclusion was that there are a few sets of highly positively 
correlated variables in the regional data of the profile elements. Now it 
would be rather interesting to find a measure which represents the measure 
of agreement between k types of orderings , k € {1,...,J} with elements 
1,...,I . For that reason Kendall developed a coëfficiënt of concordance 
(see also Grootenboer, 1978; Kendall, 1970; Zijp, 1973). 
Suppose there are J ranked variables, each with I observations. The aim 
is to investigate an 'overall' relationship between these variables. One 
possibility is to average all possible values of t or Spearman's rank 
correlation coëfficiënt p . 
An easier method is the following, which leads to a coëfficiënt of concordance, 
calied W . 
Every variable j,j=l,...,J , has elements from the set {1,...,I}. For 
every observation i , the sum of all rank numbers from the J variables is : 
J 
n = .1, n. . , i=l,...,I (5.2) 
where n.. are elements from the set {!,...,I}, while the sum of all obser-
ij 
varions is : 
n = iSi ni 
J I 
= .Z .Z n. . 
j=l i=l ij 
1) 
O 
= J . \ 1(1+1) 
= { IJ (1+1) (53) 
By means of complete induction follow the sum of elements 1,2,...,I , 
i.e. .Z. i, is equal to { 1(1+1). 
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Formula (52) can be interpreted as the characteristic of some observation 
i , and this will be compared with the mean value of n. . This mean value 
of n. is equal to the arithmic average of (38) , i.e. | J(I+1) . 
When all rankings are identical (i.e., containing the elements 1,2,...,I 
in the same order), the sums in (52) would consist of J, 2J, 3J,...,IJ . 
This follows because in the case of identical orderings all observations 
are ranked from low to high with numbers 1,2,...,I. 
The deviations between the mean value of n. and the above ordering with 
sums J, 2J,...,IJ, respectively, are : 
| J(I-l) j J(I-3) ... -\ J(I-3) -I J(I-l) (54) 
The sum of squares of the deviations is : 
1 f l 2 X fl 2 21 
kI, |*J (I-(2k-l))j = kI, ||J (I-2k+l) | = 
fl 2 2 2 2 2 1 
= Z U j (1+1) - J k(I+l) + J k > = 
1 7 9 9 9 1 9 
^-JZI (1+1) - |JZI (1+1) + -̂ 1 (1+1) J* 
= -|j2I (I+l)2 + lj2I (I+1)(2I+1) = 
4 6 
= -J^KI2-!) (55) 
(55) is the maximum value the sum of squares of the deviations may adopt. 
When we indicate the sum of squares of the actual deviations between the ob-
served and mean value of the total of ranks by means of S , then S will be 
related to (55) to yield W defined as : 
W = 12 S (56) 
J I (I -1) 
W is called the coëfficiënt of concordance, and its characteristics are : 
1. 0 < W < 1 
2. if there is perfect agreement between the J rank orderings, and if 
the sum of squares of the deviations (55) obtains its maximum value, 
the coëfficiënt of concordance is equal to 1 . 
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3. if there is no agreement for the J rankings and the mean value 
of n. is an integer value, some element n. is equal to its 
mean value and from this follows W is equal to 0 . 
Suppose now some value W has been found as a coëfficiënt of concordance be-
tween J variables with I observations each, while W is determined by 
(56). Grootenboer (1978) gives a test—statistic under the nul 1-hypothesis that 
some value n. , i=l,...,I is equal to the mean value , i.e. |J(I+1). 






where the x distributed value has 1-1 degrees of freedom. If the 
coëfficiënt of concordance has some value larger than the critical one, 
determined by (57), the nul1-hypothesis of the lack of agreement is rejected. 
Formula (57) gives a test whether a group of J variables, with I ordinal 
observations each, are correlated with each other. Large values of (56) 
in relation with the critical value (57), give an indication of agreement 
between the observed variables. 
2 
With a=5% , the x critical value with 39 degrees of freedom becomès 
54 . 56 . From this follow the critical values of the test statistic (57) for 
different numbers of variables, J and 40 observations each. 
number of variables critical test-statistic 
J = 13 0.108 
J = 6 0.233 
J = 4 0.350 
J = 3 0.466 
Table 15. Critical test-statistics with a = 5% 
The coëfficiënt of concordance will be computed especially with the above 
given groups of variables which are highly correlated with each other. 
Intuitively, highly positive correlated sets of variables will have rather 
high coefficients of concordance, because this coëfficiënt represents a 
measure of agreement between the variables. Table 16 gives the results for 
some groups of variables, consisting of variables which are highly correlated 
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- either positive or negative - with each other. 













Table 16. Coëfficiënt of concordance for different sets of variables. 
Although the overall measure of concordance (0.078) with 13 variables leads 
to the conclusion there is no agreement for the J rankings in a statistic-
al way, there really will be agreement for subsets of the 13 variables. 
It is easy to see in the above table that the set of environmental variables 
{5,7,8} are highly correlated with each other. 
Conclus ion 
When theresults of the correlation analyses with either cardinal or ordinal 
data are compared with each other, we conclude that the results are more 
or less equal to each other, and lead to the same conclusion. In the same 
way a measure of association, developed for nominal data, may give useful 
results. 
Finally a statistical test has been represented with which the correlation 













The null-hypothesis of the lack of agreement will be rejected. 
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